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MIAMI (August 31) – Waltman Ortega Fine Art is pleased to present “Photography”, an exhibition
comprised of the works by five international photographers: Tali Amitai-Tabib, Jean-Pierre Attal,
Rune Guneriussen, Aleix Plademunt, and François Ronsiaux. The exhibition showcases artists
who use photography as their medium, featuring a vast variety of styles and methods employed in their
artistic processes, and in various formats – from small to large-scale pieces.

Please join us for the opening reception on September 10th, from 5-8 p.m. at our gallery in Wynwood
Art District. The show remains on view through November 1st, 2022.
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The show features works from photographic project “Trudl” by Israeli
photographer Amitai-Tabib that was based on a true story and plays with the
individual and collective memories.
Tali Amitai-Tabib, Pratts shop 15-60s, c-print

They are juxtaposed with calculated and masterfully balanced photographs by
French photographer Jean-Pierre Attal who questions sociological issues.
Jean Pierre Attal, Alveoles 144, Lambda print

In his large-scale works, Norwegian conceptual artist Rune Guneriussen talks
about the environment and carefully stages and photographs his temporary
installations using the Nordic nature as the backdrop.
Rune Guneriussen, Unintended Consequences of Us, c-print

The impeccable, almost painting-like compositions of Catalonian photographer
Aleix Plademunt also bring forward environmental issues showing the viewer
various sites around the world and how people changed them forever.
Aleix Plademunt, Espacios Communes #16, c-print

The dark and poetic digital photographs by French multi-media artist François
Ronsiaux look into the future the human kind will face if we don’t change the
way we treat nature in his “United Land” project.
François Ronsiaux, United Land, New York, lambda print

Located at 2300 N Miami Avenue, B, Waltman Ortega Fine Art is centered in the heart of Wynwood
Arts District. The gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 12 p.m. till 6 p.m.
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